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Abstract

Nowadays, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are being widely applied in
virtually all possible scenarios. However, developing a ML project entails the
effort of many ML experts who have to select and configure the appropriate
algorithm to process the data to learn from, between other things. Since there
exist thousands of algorithms, it becomes a time-consuming and challeng-
ing task. To this end, recently, AutoML emerged to provide mechanisms
to automate parts of this process. However, most of the efforts focus on
applying brute force procedures to try different algorithms or configuration
and select the one which gives better results. To make a smarter and more
efficient selection, a repository of knowledge is necessary. To this end, this
paper proposes (1) an approach towards a common language to consolidate
the current distributed knowledge sources related the algorithm selection in
ML, and (2) a method to join the knowledge gathered through this language
in a unified store that can be exploited later on, and (3) a traceability links
maintenance. The preliminary evaluations of this approach allow to create a
unified store collecting the knowledge of 13 different sources and to identify
a bunch of research lines to conduct.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) entails the study of algorithms that automatically
improve through experience [18]. This kind of algorithms has been suc-
cessfully and broadly applied in the past [19] and nowadays is receiving
increasing attention due to the affordable access to bigger computation power
of machines.

A ML project requires selecting an appropriate algorithm to process the
data to learn from, which is typically named creating the data model. How-
ever, there are thousands of algorithms under the paradigm of ML, each of
them tailored to some specific tasks or contexts. In addition, many of these
algorithms offer a different set of parameters to be configured (e.g., selecting
the number of layers in a neural network).

Many existing approaches focus on the latter task, i.e., supporting the
user after the algorithm selection is done, and few of them recommend an
algorithm always after the user has provided the dataset. As an example, the
recent research area of AutoML [28] aims to automate the different steps of
ML projects. Nonetheless, such approaches neglect the early stages of the
project. Many of them just provide a brute force mechanism that runs several
algorithms in later stages of the project, i.e., when the dataset is ready. Thus,
little effort has been done to support the user in the algorithm selection in an
efficient manner (i.e., without applying brute force) and based on the problem
characteristics (i.e., the early information).

The algorithm selection is specifically challenging since the existing
knowledge regarding this task is distributed across different sources and each
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Figure 2 Overall proposal

of them is specified in a non-standard manner, thus, making it difficult to con-
solidate information from different sources, i.e., the name of the algorithms
—or family of algorithms—, the selection criteria, and the characteristics of
the problem that affect the selection are heterogeneous (cf. Figure 1).

To reduce the risk of taking inaccurate decisions due to a lack of informa-
tion, a central repository of the ML Knowledge which stores the information
in a structured way is required. In order to address this problem, this paper
proposes (cf. Figure 2), on the one hand, a unified language for representing
the knowledge related to the algorithm selection in ML projects. On the other
hand, the paper describes a method to transform the knowledge gathered
using this language to a unified knowledge store that can be exploited later
on.

The unified language is presented as a metamodel that allows a graphical
representation of the knowledge related to:

• The characteristics that affect the decisions, e.g., the amount of data that
is available or the type of problem.
• The algorithms that can be recommended, e.g., Bayesian network or

Support Vector Machine.
• The criteria for recommending an algorithm based on some of the char-

acteristics, e.g., if the project aims to detect anomalies and the number of
columns of the dataset is greater than 100, the Support Vector Machine
algorithm is an excellent candidate.
• The source of knowledge from which recommendation criteria, algo-

rithms, and characteristics are drawn, with their corresponding weight-
ing, e.g. Scikit-learn with a weight of 90 percent.

Thereafter, the recommendations which are written using this language
can be transferred to the proposed unified stored. This store allows reducing
the ambiguity on (1) the name of the characteristics, e.g., the number of
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columns is often used as number of variables or features in some information
sources, and (2) the name of the algorithms to recommend, e.g., Bayesian
network can be found as Bayes model too.

This approach has been validated in a real industrial project using several
publicly available information sources related to ML. Some of them represent
the information as a picture summarizing the knowledge (e.g., [17,27]) while
some others are expressed in text form (e.g., [7]). After considering an ini-
tial set of 13 different information sources, our approach successfully stored
150 recommendations of more than 80 algorithms considering more than 20
characteristics.

Although it remains out of the scope of this paper, this unified knowledge
can be used to create a recommendation system that helps the user to decide
which is the best algorithm for her new project.

This paper is an extension of a previous work [15] incorporating: (1) a
new process, called term mappings, to improve the traceability between the
original knowledge sources and the unified one, (2) the definition of a new
concept called representative terms, (3) a new attribute to manage different
versions of the knowledge source, (4) a new attribute to consider the weight
of the knowledge sources according to their relevance, soundness, or reliabil-
ity, to optimize the search for the right algorithm, and (5) a new motivating
example that helps understanding the problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 illustrates a
motivating example on which the rest of the sections of this paper will be
based, section 3 put in context the problem treated in this research, detailing
a background related to the Machine Learning and Model-Driven Engineer-
ing. Section 4 presents the contributions of the paper, which is divided into
three main elements: (1) a common language for recommendations of ML
algorithms, (2) an early approach to reach a unified knowledge store, and
(3) a plan to improve traceability of the term mappings. Finally, section 5
summarizes the conclusions and states a set of future work.

2 Motivating Example

With the aim of showing an example of the problems that this paper tries to
solve, the following is an example of knowledge provided by two different
sources, Microsoft Azure [17] and Dataiku [7]. Azure expresses the knowl-
edge about machine learning in graph form with textual explanations. Unlike
Azure, Dataiku expresses everything in text format.
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Figure 3 Example knowledge source Microsoft Azure [17]

Table 1 Rule generation
Source Classes Objective Accuracy Complexity Algorithm
Dataiku yes/no - all possible

outcomes
Simple Decision Tree

Microsoft
Azure

two predict
category

accurate - Decision Forest

This list shows an extract of Dataiku knowledge source. It contrasts with
the example of Microsoft Azure, whose representation is much more visual:

• Logistic regression: The adaptation of a linear model to problems of
classification. Based on an equation that spits out the prediction right
after entering the variables. There is a tendency for the model to “overfit”
and they tend to have trouble predicting more complex behaviors when
the input variables are not independent.
• Decision tree: A series of yes/no rules based on the features, forming

a tree, to match all possible outcomes of a decision. Not too powerful
enough for complex data.

For instance, given a problem which is characterized by simple data,
whose objective is to predict a category given by a binary variable, and con-
sidering the necessity of being precise, the above heterogeneous knowledge
sources will trigger the rules showed in Table 1. To determine these rules,
the characteristics referred to each of the sources have been split and then,
compared with the value that this characteristic takes in the example problem.
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This highlights the need to determine the equivalence between the terms
of the different sources and whether they really refer to the same concept.
Thus, it can be determined that “yes/no” and “two-class” represent the same
concept and unify it in a single term. But it may not be trivial to determine
whether “Decision Tree” and “Decision Forest” can be grouped in the same
algorithm.

This example raises questions such as: Are they talking about the same
algorithms? Are both sources equally relevant? Are the same characteristics
taken into consideration? or, are they different?

Throughout this paper, it will be exposed a proposal of a standard lan-
guage for knowledge representation and how to unify the knowledge of both
sources in only one.

3 Background

This paper deals with two main concepts: ML (cf. Section 3.1) and Model-
Driven Engineering (cf. Section 3.2).

3.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning emerges as a set of tools under a broader paradigm called
artificial intelligence [18]. A ML project typically follows a life-cycle com-
prising many activities, e.g., the understanding of the problem, selecting the
appropriate algorithm, parametrizing the algorithm, or creating and testing
the model. All these steps involve tedious manual work which motivating the
arising of AutoML [11,28], a research line that pursues the automation of the
ML life-cycle steps.

So far, AutoML has been applied in several domains, like health [24],
chemistry [9] or software engineering [1]. Most of the effort has been applied
to automatically generate the ML model, e.g., to look for the algorithm’s pa-
rameters which allow the most accurate model for a given dataset. However,
the majority of these studies applied brute force to look for these parameters
and only a few approaches [21, 24] include smarter solutions to reduce the
search space.

In the industry field, there exist some commercial tools that support Au-
toML, e.g., BigML [4] or DataRobot [8]. Similarly to the academic field,
these tools mainly apply brute force to find the appropriate algorithm.
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Figure 4 Example knowledge source. source:scikit-learn.com

Nonetheless, there are some tools such as TPOT [22] or H20 [14],
which implement more sophisticated solutions, in which artificial intelligence
techniques are used to choose the algorithm.

A common aspect that identifies these proposals is that they focus on find-
ing the model with the best results. For this purpose, they only use their own
experience, and do not give the possibility of including external knowledge
within their solutions.

At a glance, selecting the appropriate algorithm is a non-deterministic
and time-consuming task that depends on many problems and data charac-
teristics. For this, the empirical knowledge is commonly shared in different
Internet sources. Beyond the research papers, organizations used to share
their experiences with the aim of guiding practitioners to use some software
products.

Example 1 Scikit-learn [25] (cf. Figure 4) and Microsoft Azure [17] share
a cheat sheet which tries to explain which algorithm better fits according
to a set of problem characteristics while Dataiku [7] contains technical
documents with the same objective.

The current work aims to gather all this distributed knowledge to enable
a smarter way of AutoML. That is, modelling existing knowledge and recon-
ciling it with the existing in the AutoML tool, building a unified knowledge
that allows to automate more efficiently the choice of the algorithm.
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3.2 Model-Based Engineering

The Model-Based Engineering (MBE) paradigm raises the use of models as
a mechanism to reach the concrete from the abstract [12].

MBE incorporates the elements: concepts, notations, processes, rules and
support tools [6], to provide advantages such as: having a common way of
representing processes, facilitating compatibility with other formalisms, en-
abling the reuse of models or creating specific solutions of domain among
others [20].

One of the main principles of this paradigm is that everything can be
expressed as a model [3]. The term “metamodeling” is known as the action
of modeling a model or modeling a modeling language. A metamodel is an
abstraction of a model itself, which defines the properties of that model, the
structure and restrictions for a family of models [16].

MBE is probably one of the best known paradigms in software engi-
neering for modeling and it is considered a key component of the overall
development process [5] .

This paradigm has numerous success stories in different domains such as:
aeronautical [10] , cloud [2] , business process management [13] or software
testing [29], among others.

Modeling languages are the mechanisms that allow designers to specify
the models of their processes or systems. They establish the way in which
the concrete representation of a conceptual model is defined and can be com-
posed of graphical representations, textual representations, or even both. In
any case, modeling languages are formally defined and oblige designers to
use their syntax when creating models [6]. There are two major groups of
modeling languages.

• Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs), which are designed specifically for
a certain domain.
• General-Purpose Modeling Languages (GPMLs), which can be used for

any application domain.

The Meta Object Facility (MOF) language [23], proposed by the refer-
ence body in this field, the Object Management Group (OMG), is one of
the best-known languages for the definition of metamodels. In this language,
metainformation is specified that makes data understandable by a computer
[26].

Considering the background presented, it is possible to assume that MBE
can be used to standardize the way in which the ML Knowledge is created.
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4 Contribution

This section describes the main contributions of this paper. First, a common
language is suggested to enable a consolidated way of representing the ML
Knowledge (cf. Section 4.1), Since many decisions have to be made while
joining the knowledge of different sources, a way to maintain the traceabil-
ity related to the unification decisions is proposed (cf. Section 4.2). Finally,
a process is described which incorporates such heterogeneous information
sources into a unified knowledge store (cf. Definition 1) using the previous
language (cf. Section 4.3).

Definition 1 A Unified knowledge store UKS= (KnowlSources, AlgTerms,
ReprAlgs, CharTerms, ReprChars, Rules) consists of

• KnowlSources: a set of tuples 〈sourceid, sourcename, sourceweight〉
which contains a unique id in the UKS, the name of the knowledge
source, and a weight associated to the confidence that this knowledge
source holds.
Since the knowledge of each source might have different nature and be
constructed using different methods (e.g., scientific knowledge tends to
be less biased than opinion blogs), this weight is intended to subjectively
asses the relevance, soundness, reliability or importance that should be
given to the recommendations of a knowledge source. It consists of a
percentage value which enables the comparison between sources.

Example 2 Let be a context where Dataiku recommends Logistic Re-
gression and Microsoft recommends Decision Forest. In case that
Microsoft was weighted with a higher value that Dataiku, it would
mean that Decision Forest will be recommended before than Logistic
Regression.

• AlgTerms: a set of tuples 〈algid, algname, sourceid, reprAlgid, 〉 which
contains a unique id in the UKS, the name of the algorithm which
is given in the knowledge source, an id of a knowledge source in
KnowlSources which this algorithm comes from, and an id of a rep-
resentative algorithm in ReprAlgs. The aim of the latter attribute is to
keep a synonymous relationship.
• ReprAlgs: a set of tuples 〈reprAlgid, reprAlgname〉 which contains a

unique id in the UKS and a name of the representative algorithm, i.e.,
a categorical representative of similar algorithms.
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Example 3 The algorithm in AlgTerms related to the ”Boosted Deci-
sion Tree”, from Azure, and ”Decision Tree”, from Dataiku, can share
a common representative in ReprAlgs with a name ”D.Tree”.

• CharTerms: similarly to AlgTerms, is a set of tuples
〈charid, charname, sourceid, reprCharid, 〉 which contains a unique id
in the UKS, the name of the characteristic, an id of a knowledge source
in KnowlSources which it comes from, and an id of a representative
characteristic in ReprChars.
• ReprChars: similarly to ReprAlgs, is a set of tuples
〈reprCharid, reprCharname〉 which contains a unique id in the
UKS and a name of the representative characteristic.
• Rules: a set of tuples 〈ruleid, antecedents, consequences, sourceid〉

which contains a unique id in the UKS, the reference of the knowledge
source which describes this rule, and the rule itself, i.e., the antecedents
which fire the consequences. On the one hand, antecedents is a set of
pairs 〈reprCharid, value〉 stating that this rule is fired if the charac-
teristics have the given values. On the other hand, consequences is a
set reprAlgid which indicates that these algorithms are recommended if
the rule is fired.

4.1 A common language for recommendations of ML algorithms

This paper proposes a formal language to abstract from the different lan-
guages which are used to represent the knowledge. More precisely, in the
context of recommendations for the usage of a ML algorithm, sources of
knowledge can be found in research papers, Web forums, cheat sheets of
organizations, etc. Referring to the same algorithms and characteristics with
different terms. Nonetheless, if these sources are analyzed and the non-
relevant information is wiped out, the knowledge that they contain shares
a similar and simple format: some algorithms are recommended if a set of
problem characteristics have some specific values (e.g., the problem is to
predict between two categories, and the result must be accurate so it is
recommended logistic regression).

Herein, we propose an abstract syntax or metamodel (cf. Figure 5) that
allows: (1) standardizing the way in which knowledge is gathered and (2)
being interpreted by a computer program.
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<<metaclass>>
Node

<<metaclass>>
Characteristic

<<metaclass>>
Algorithm

<<metaclass>>
MLKnowledge

<<metaclass>>
Decision

 - expression: String
 - source: Node
 - target: Node

<<metaclass>>
Start

 - name: String

1 1

* *

* 2

 - knowlSource: String
 - version: String

Figure 5 MLKnowledge Metamodel

The objective of this modeling is to allow the representation of the
knowledge of any single source in a common language 1.

The proposed metamodel is composed of six metaclasses.
The “MLKnowledge” metaclass, defined by the attribute “knowlSource”

and “version”, allows the content of the knowledge source to be represented
in the format of the target knowledge source and to have a record of their
updates. This representation format is composed of Decision and Nodes.

The “Node” metaclass, defined by the attribute “name”, allows to repre-
sent each origin points of the different branches of the knowledge source.
This metaclass can be represented as three different ways:

• Start: it represents the initial node.
• Characteristic: it represents the antecedents that are considered for

making a decision i.e. generating a consequence.
• Algorithm: it represents a consequence, i.e., an algorithm resulting from

the recommendation based on some antecedents.

The “Decision” metaclass allows to represent the antecedents of the
knowledge source, i.e., a set of characteristics that affects the decisions and
the criteria for recommending an algorithm based on them. These criteria
are represented through the “expression” attribute of “Decision” metaclass.
Moreover, this metaclass connects instances of the metaclass “Node” through
the “source” and “target” attributes.

In addition to the abstract syntax, a concrete syntax that allows to create
models based on the ML Knowledge Language was defined. This concrete
syntax is a DSL composed of a set of specific symbols (cf. Figure 6) that let
the software engineer instantiate each of the metaclasses of the metamodel.

1 Note that the metamodel which is suggested in this paper is not intended to represent sets
of knowledge source but a single one.
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Metaclass Description Symbol

Start Node It represents the initial node

Characteristic

Node

It represents a feature of the 

knowledge source

Algorithm 

Node
It represents an algorithm

Decision
It represents the decision based on 

certain criteria and characteristics

Start

expression

name

Figure 6 Concrete syntax definition

A small example of the use of the DSL is illustrated in Figure 7. This
figure is based on an extract of the Microsoft’s knowledge source (cf. Figure
3) which is modeled with the DSL described above.

As evidenced in Figure 7, the model begins with “What do you want to
do?” so it is identified as the initial node (i.e., Start Node). Next, the “Predict
between two categories” node filters by two characteristics, the Prediction
objective and the Number of categories. Thereafter, two nodes are obtained
in the DSL, one for each characteristic filter. For the sake of simplicity, Fig-
ure 3 is just an extract from the knowledge source and, thus, the complete
graph cannot be represented. Therefor, from Prediction objective two deci-
sions come out, Values and Categories. But Figure 7 only connects a new
node, Number of categories, by the Category decision, leaving open the other
branch.

For modeling the rest of the extract, the relevance of the characteristics
which are associated with each algorithm are taken according to their order,
i.e., the first characteristic is the most important and so on.

Example 4 For example, this part of Figure 3 is interpreted in the following
way: Two-Class Decision Forest is the most accurate and Two-Class Logistic
regression is the fastest. In addition, three other characteristics are extracted:
training speed, accuracy importance and whether it has a large memory
capacity.

First, Training speed corresponds to a characteristic that is the decision
target of the previous node, i.e., Number of categories with the expression
2. The characteristic Training speed is connected by a decision with the
expression Fast, to the Accuracy importance characteristic.
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Boosted 

Decision 

Tree

Logistic

Regression

Accuracy

importance

YesNo

Categories

Start

Number of 

categories

Prediction 

objective

Values

2 > 2

…

…

Training 

speed

Fast

Decision

Forest

Large memory 

capacity

NoYes

Tree

Irrelevant

…

Figure 7 Example of DSL use

Second, Accuracy importance characteristic is connected to a two
“Nodes”: the Two-Class Logistic regression algorithm —if Accuracy im-
portance takes the expression Y es—, and the “Large memory capacity”
characteristic —if Accuracy importance takes the expression Not—.

Finally, “Large memory capacity” is connected to a pair of algorithm
nodes called “Two-Class Boosted Decision Tree” and “Two-Class Decision
Forest” by Y es or No respectively. It means, if the decision source expres-
sion “large memory capacity” takes value yes, the consequence value will be
“Two-Class Boosted Decision Tree”, otherwise, the consequence value will
be “Two-Class Decision Forest”.
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4.2 Terms mappings

In a general view, as seen in Figure 2, this approach is divided into two
major stages. This section describes the first one, where each knowledge
source is expressed using the suggested language (cf. Figure 8), i.e., the
knowledge source is manually modeled using the previous language and,
thus, the different relations between the problem characteristics and the rec-
ommended algorithms are written in a formal way. In order to deal with
the ambiguity and similarities between knowledge sources, this stage in-
cludes a reconcilitation phase where the terms of a knowledge source (i.e.,
characteristics and algorithms) are mapped to terms in the UKS, i.e., the ter-
minology of the considered knowledge source is unified with the terminology
that is already used.

First, the UKS is updated by including the new KnowlSource with a
new sourceid including the weight which is given for the recommendations
of this source (cf. Definition 1). Second, the characteristics and algorithms are
included in CharTerms and AlgTerms respectively. In case that no syn-
onym can be found in the UKS for the new characteristic or algorithm, a new
categorical representative is also included in the ReprChars or ReprAlg
respectively. In addition, the new term is associated with the latter represen-
tative. However, in case that a term already exists with equivalent meaning,
the new term is associated with the same categorical representative as the
equivalent one has.

Finally, the model of the knowledge source is updated by substituting
each term by the categorical representative which has been associated in the
UKS, thus resulting in a knowledge source which is expressed in the common
language with a unified terminology.

Example 5 Figure 6 uses the common language to represent the knowledge
which is extracted from the Microsoft Azure knowledge source. Herein, the
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nodes Prediction objective, Number of categories, Training speed, Accuracy
importance, Logistic Regression, Boosted Decision Tree, Large memory ca-
pacity and Decision Forest are found (ignoring the Start, which is always in-
cluded). These nodes of algorithms and characteristics are automatically in-
cluded as terms (i.e., AlgorithmTerms and CharacteristicTerms respec-
tively) in the UKS, and associated with its corresponding KnowlSource, in
this case, Microsoft. After this, a categorical representative must be asso-
ciated to each new term. Considering that the term Large memory capacity
has not a similar term in the UKS, it is included as a CharTerm and as
a ReprChar node. However, in the case of Accuracy importance, assuming
that there is already a ReprChar with the name Importance of precision, the
Accuracy importance term is included and associated with this ReprChar
node, since they have an equivalent meaning.

Term reconciliation is a crucial task for both (1) getting value from the
aggregated knowledge in the UKS, and (2) maintaining a traceability mecha-
nism to reduce the impact of future changes. On the one hand, the knowledge
sources are not only associated with the terms, but also to the decisions. So,
given a decision between two nodes, it is possible to determine the knowledge
source from which it comes, and therefore the weight that is given to that
decision (i.e., the same weight of the knowledge source). On the other hand,
in case that a change has to be made in the terms of the UKS (e.g., divide a
general term in two more concrete ones), tracing the impact of the knowledge
source that has to be revised is straight forward since the source is stored on
each synonym and they are linked.

4.3 Towards a unified knowledge store

This section described the second stage of the proposal where the knowledge
source is processed to extract the individual recommendation rules and store
them in the unified knowledge store (cf. Figure 9). For this, since the model
present a tree-like structure, it is divided into the different paths that exist
from the root (i.e., the start node) to any algorithm node.

Each path is composed of (1) a “Start Node, (2) a set of “Characteristic
Nodes together with a labeled outgoing edge where the label indicates the
value that takes the characteristic, and (3) one or various “Algorithm Nodes.
Therefore, the paths are processed to extract the rules of the knowledge
source. These rules have a similar shape to the unified knowledge store.
Each one keeps a set of antecedents (i.e., the names and the values of the
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D
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Figure 9 Add knowledge to the unified knowledge store

characteristics that appear in the path) and a set of consequences (i.e., the
names of the algorithms that appear in the path).

For this, each characteristic name (and algorithm name) that exists in
the antecedents (and consequences) are substituted by the reprCharid (and
the reprAlgid). Finally, these intermediate rules are incorporated in the
unified knowledge store. That is, a new ruleid is obtained and the tuple
〈ruleid, antecedents, consequences, sourceid〉 is stored in the Rules set
of the unified knowledge store.

For example, Figure 3 depicts how the different rules can be extracted
from the model of Figure 7.

The algorithm selection process will change each time that a new knowl-
edge source is included in the UKS, as a new source generates new knowledge
into the UKS, i.e., new rules and new possibly representative terms or mod-
ifications to existing ones. In this sense, the use of the UKS is based on a
comparison of the characteristics of the ML problem with the representative
characteristics of the UKS. This results in the recommendation of representa-
tive algorithms which are obtained from the rules that meet the characteristics
of the ML problem. It is important to emphasize that the UKS knowledge un-
dergoes a regular update process to check for new content from each source.
Therefore, each content update will be reflected in the version of the knowl-
edge source. In this way, the end user of this proposal will always be using
the latest updated version of the UKS.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents an approach to deal with the distributed knowledge of
ML. Specifically, it aims to create a repository with rules that help to decide
which ML algorithms are suitable to solve a given problem. For this, a com-
mon language for modeling this knowledge is proposed. Such a language
is stated in form of a metamodel that a computer program can process. In
addition, a procedure to transfer these models to a unified knowledge store
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is described. This store will enable exploiting the knowledge of the dis-
tributed sources to make decisions with less risk and will make it possible
to maintain the traceability of terms mappings to their knowledge source.
So that relationships between terms and representative terms can be changed
if an inconsistency is subsequently detected. Furthermore, each knowledge
source is weighted, which will allow establishing differences between the
recommendations according to their origin.

This results in a unified knowledge store, which allows an external user
to obtain an algorithm recommendation depending on the specific char-
acteristics of her ML problem. For this, she compares the representative
characteristics with those of her problem and, according to its values, some of
the rules are fired with a weight associated to the knowledge source. Although
all these rules may recommend an algorithm, only the one that takes greater
weight is selected.

However, this work considers some assumptions that limit its applica-
tion. First, the suggested unified knowledge store keeps simple rules lacking
more complex syntax like OR or NOT expressions. Second, it considers
that knowledge sources do not evolve, so no versioning or dating of terms
is stored. And finally, using this proposal requires manual work to model
the knowledge source through the provided language which may entail a
considerable effort depending on the number of sources. Nonetheless, this
effort will be leveraged not only by a single ML project but by the future
ones too.

As further future work, we plan (1) to exploit the unified knowledge
store in order to generate a decision support tool, (2) to extend the trace-
ability scope to keep track of every decision which is made from the early
stage of translating the knowledge source into the common language, (3)
to extend the proposed MLKnowledge language capabilities since complex
expressions, such as disjunctions and negations, occasionally appear within
the antecedents of knowledge sources, and (4) to introduce the concept of
intensity of recommendation with the aim of expressing the degree of ac-
ceptance of the recommendations, since some knowledge sources express a
distinction between the value of different recommendations (e.g., excellent
vs acceptable recommendations)
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